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Seven Things You’ll Wish You Had Known…

(1) The first chapter is for people brand new to the iPhone (you just opened the box), so if you’ve 
had your iPhone for a few weeks and you already know how to turn it on, how to zoom in, how to get 
around, put it to sleep, etc., you can skip right over to Chapter 2 and start there. It won’t hurt our feelings 
one bit (but you might want to at least skim through Chapter 1 anyway. Hey, ya never know).

(2) You don’t have to read it chapter by chapter. Outside of that first I-just-opened-the-box chapter, 
we designed this to be a “jump-in-anywhere” book. you don’t have to read it in order, chapter by chap-
ter—if you want to learn how to do a certain thing, just find it in the Table of Contents, turn to that page, 
and you’ll have the answer in seconds. Each page shows you how to do just one important thing. One 
topic. One idea. For example, if you want to learn how to delete an email, we will show you, step by step, 
how to do exactly that. No big discussions about email account protocols, or about server-side instruc-
tions—just how to delete an email message. That’s it.

(3) We didn’t totally “geek out.” Terry and I wrote everything just as if a friend came over to our house, 
pulled out their new iPhone, and started asking questions. So, for example, if you were at my house 
and you turned to me and said, “Hey Scott, is there a way to see more of this webpage on my screen?”  
I wouldn’t go into how the iPhone’s built-in vibrotactile actuator works. In real life, I’d turn to you and 
say, “Just turn your iPhone sideways and it switches to give you a wider view.” I’d tell you short, sweet, 
and right to the point, just like that. So that’s what we do throughout the book. It’s not a “tell-me-all-
about-it” book, instead it’s a “show-me-how-to-do-it” book.
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Before Reading This Book!

(4) There’s a bonus chapter just for you. We know one of the most fun parts of the iPhone experi-
ence is the downloadable apps (both from Apple themselves and from third-party developers), so 
Terry and I got together and added a bonus chapter with our own picks for the “20 Apps We Can’t 
live Without.” Of course, it’s possible you’ll be able to live without all or any of these, but then you’d be 
leading a shallow, empty shell of a life and now that we’re friends (hey, you bought our book), we just 
couldn’t let that happen. Most of them are either free or pretty cheap (just like me and Terry ;-).

(5) The intro page at the beginning of each chapter is designed to give you a quick mental break, 
and honestly, they have little to do with the chapter. In fact, they have little to do with anything, but 
writing these off-the-wall chapter intros is kind of a tradition of mine (I do this in all my books), but if 
you’re one of those really “serious” types, you can skip them because they’ll just get on your nerves.

(6) One bonus chapter is just not enough! Although we put lots of cool tips (we call ‘em “iTips”) 
throughout the book, you can never have enough tips (stuff like little-known shortcuts, suggestions, 
or tricks that can make using your iPhone easier or more fun), so in this sixth edition of the book, 
there’s a special bonus chapter of nothing but “killer” tips (Chapter 13).

(7) If your iPhone’s screen doesn’t look like what you see here, then you haven’t up  dated it with 
the free iOS 6 software from Apple. So, just connect your iPhone to your computer, launch Apple’s 
iTunes, and you’ll get a dialog telling you about the new software (or go to Software update in your 
iPhone’s General settings to update wirelessly). Just click Download and Install, and everything will 
look like what you see here in the book. Okay, that’s it—you’re ready to roll!
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Believe it or not, I actually could have gone with the 
name “APP” or “A.P.P.” for the name of this chapter, because 
apparently we have run out of decent names for bands and 
songs. APP is a band that has one song in the iTunes Store, 

“I’m on Fire,” which is a cover of Bruce Springsteen’s “I’m on Fire.” I looked 
at the popularity ranking for “I’m on Fire” by APP, and it clearly was not, so 
then I looked at a song called “A.P.P.” by a band called Papa Project, and it 
sounded like a harmless reggae-style background track, but I was afraid of 
what A.P.P. might actually stand for, so I went with a safer bet: “App Anthem,” 
by Jimmy Towle/Doug Kaufman. “App Anthem” is actually a pretty decent 
sounding rap tune, and while it’s certainly possible “App Anthem” may be 
littered with dirty words, I’ll never know, because I couldn’t make out a 
single word, but I don’t feel bad because I’m pretty sure no one older than 
14 has even a remote chance of deciphering them. In fact, I doubt that 
decryption experts at the CIA could figure out what’s actually being said 
in your average rap song, which makes you wonder why other countries 
don’t just have secret messages sent to their embedded field operatives via 
rap tunes. Think about it—the only way we’d be able to crack the code is if 
we were able to convince a 14-year-old to stop playing Halo long enough 
to write down what’s being said. But, 14-year-olds don’t write anymore, they 
text, and they use a shorthand for texting that only other 14-year-olds can 
possibly understand, and honestly, it would be easier for us to just to do 
the old “briefcase switcharoo” routine than it would be to find a 14-year-
old that hasn’t already been hired by the breakaway Republic of Irapistan. 
I miss the old days when we just used invisible ink.

Chapter Four

App Anthem 
Using Apps & the App Store 
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There are two places to buy apps (short for “applications”) for your iPhone: the first one  
is on your computer through Apple’s iTunes Store (iTunes comes on every Mac, and is 
available for free download for Windows PCs at Apple.com). You download the apps onto 
your computer, and then when you sync your iPhone to your computer, it uploads the 
apps to your iPhone (if you have that preference set). To get to the App Store on your 
computer, launch iTunes, then click on the iTunes Store link in the Source list on the left. 
Next, click on Apps at the top of the iTunes Store’s homepage, and you’ll see featured apps, 
lists of the most popular apps, and, of course, you can search for apps using the Search 
Store field at the top right of the window, just like you do for songs or videos. Once you 
find an app that you want to download and use, you can click on it and then click the Buy 
App button (or the Free App button, if it’s free). Your apps will be downloaded to your 
computer, ready to sync to your iPhone.

Downloading iPhone Apps to Your Computer

Only Pay for Apps Once
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Getting Apps from Your iPhone’s App Store

You can also download apps wirelessly from your iPhone’s App Store. Just tap on the App 
Store app and you’ll be connected to the same App Store as if you were doing it via iTunes, 
however, this App Store is formatted specifically for your iPhone. You can browse the New 
and Noteworthy or What’s Hot Featured apps, or you can look through the Paid, Free, 
and Top Grossing Charts, as well as Categories, or check out the apps recommended 
by Genius. If you know the name of the app you’re looking for, you can tap Search and 
type the name of the app to search for it. You can also use the Genius feature here (more on 
using this with music in Chapter 10). Once you find an app you want to download to your 
iPhone, tap on it, then just tap the price (or Free) button, then tap the Buy Now (or Install 
App) button, and you’ll be asked to enter your Apple ID username and password. The app 
will be down loaded and installed directly on your iPhone. The next time you sync your 
iPhone with your computer, the app will be downloaded to your iTunes Apps Library for 
backup (if you have that preference set).

Downloading Apps That Are Larger Than 20MB
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Deleting Apps

Although you can’t delete the apps put on your iPhone by Apple, you can easily delete 
apps that you’ve downloaded from the App Store. On the Home screen, tap-and-hold 
your finger on the app you want to remove. All of your icons will start to wiggle and 
you’ll see an X appear in the upper-left corner of each app you downloaded from the 
App Store. Tap the X to remove the app from your iPhone. The next time you sync your 
iPhone, the app will also be removed from iTunes (if you have that preference set).

Viewing Your iTunes Store Account Info
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Updating Your Apps

App developers are constantly updating their apps with new features, improvements, and 
bug fixes, and most of these updates are absolutely free. Just tap on the App Store app and 
you’ll see an Updates button in the lower-right corner with the number of apps on your 
iPhone that have had updates released appearing in a small red circle (as seen above). Tap 
on it to see your list of apps that have updates, and to see what features (or fixes) have been 
included in an update, tap on it, then scroll down to the What’s New section. To download 
the update, just tap the Update button at the top of the update’s Info screen. If you have 
multiple apps that have updates, you can download all of them at once by tapping Update 
All at the top right of the Updates screen.

Using Siri to Launch Apps
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iOS 5 and later support multitasking, as well as fast app switching. If an app supports either 
of these technologies, you’ll be able to toggle back and forth between multiple apps with-
out having to close one and return to the Home screen first. Just double-click the Home 
button and the multitasking bar will appear at the bottom of the screen. Tap on the app  
you want to switch to and it will open. By default, you’ll see the last four apps you used in 
the multitasking bar. However, you can scroll the bar to the right to see more.

Quickly Switching to Another App
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To move an app to a different location, just tap-and hold on any one for a few seconds 
until all the icons start to wiggle. Now, tap-and-drag the icon of the app you want to 
move to a new location (the other apps will move aside to make room for the app you’re 
moving). If you want to drag your app to a different screen (you can have multiple screens 
of apps), just drag the app to the right or left edge of the screen until the next screen 
appears. You can either release the icon there or drag it to the edge again to advance to 
the next screen, and so on. When you’re done moving apps around, just press the Home 
button to lock in your changes.

Rearranging Your Apps
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It doesn’t take long before you’ve downloaded a lot of apps (they’re kind of addictive), 
and pretty soon you’ve got screen after screen of apps, and you spend a lot of time 
scrolling through them. To keep things organized, you can use folders (just like you do on 
your computer). That way, you can have a folder of games, or a folder of photo apps, or 
shopping apps, sports apps, and so on. To create a folder, start by tapping-and-holding 
on an app until the icons all start wiggling. Now, just drag that app onto a similar app (for 
example, if you wanted to create a folder of movie apps, maybe you’d tap on Movies by 
Flixster [my favorite movie app] and drag it on top of AMC Theatres), and the two now 
appear in a folder. You can drag other similar apps into this folder (you can have up to a total 
of 16 apps per folder). By the way, your iPhone tries to help you out by applying a name to  
your folder based on the first app you dragged in there, so if you dragged Movies by Flixster 
onto the AMC Theatres app, it would automatically name the folder “Entertainment,” but 
you can just type a different name in the name field if you’d like (I changed it to “Movies”). 
To remove an app from a folder, while the icons are wiggling, just tap on it and drag it right 
out of the folder. When you’re done creating folders (and moving apps in and out of these 
folders), press the Home button to lock in your changes.

Cut the App Clutter by Creating Folders
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You know those four apps at the bottom of the screen that are always there, no matter 
which Home screen you’re on? Those apps are in the Dock, and it’s there so you can have 
quick access to four of your most-used apps. By default, Apple placed four apps there 
that they thought you would want to have available at all times, like the Phone app (that 
makes sense, right!). But, what if you want more than just four apps in your Dock? Then 
use this trick: create a folder of your other most-used apps (up to 16 different apps), then 
drag that folder down to the Dock to replace one of those four that maybe you don’t use 
very often. Now you have a total of 19 apps in your Dock (three regular apps and your 
new folder full of apps) that you can quickly get to no matter which Home screen you 
happen to be on. Of course, you could replace all four of the apps in the Dock with folders, 
and then you’d have 64 apps down there, visible all the time (but I would still leave at least 
the Phone app by itself, but hey, that’s just me).

Access More Apps at the Bottom of Your Screen

Moving Between Home Screens
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Your iPhone comes with a number of Apple-designed apps already pre-installed (like 
Contacts, Stocks, Weather, and so on), but there are a number of really handy, very clever 
Apple apps that aren’t pre-installed that you can get from the App Store. When you get to 
the App Store, tap on Search and simply type “Apple.” When the results appear, you’ll find 
some great apps like Find My iPhone, Find My Friends, Remote (for controlling your Apple 
TV or your Mac), the Apple Store app (for buying Apple-related hardware and accessories), 
Podcasts (for downloading and playing podcasts), iTunes U (for downloading educational 
content), iBooks (for downloading and reading books), iTunes Movie Trailers, and Cards 
(for creating printed postcards), which are all free. There are also Apple apps you can buy, 
like GarageBand (for creating music), iPhoto (for managing photos), Numbers (a spread-
sheet app), Keynote (for slide presentations), Pages (a word processor), and iMovie (for 
creating movies).

Don’t Miss Apple’s Own Downloadable Apps
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Once you have music going in your Music app or any third-party audio app, like Pandora 
Radio, you can launch another app and the music will keep playing. However, if you 
want to control the music, you don’t have to go back to the app to do this. You can 
access the controls widget by double-clicking the Home button and scrolling to the left 
in the multitasking bar at the bottom of the screen.

Accessing Your Audio Controls While in Another App
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While it’s great that I can rearrange my apps and make folders right on my iPhone (see 
page 78 for more on making folders), when I have a lot of arranging to do, I prefer to do it 
on my computer in iTunes. iTunes lets you rearrange the order of the apps on your Home 
screens (as shown above), as well as the Home screens themselves (on the right side of the 
window), just by clicking-and-dragging. So, if you have a lot of arranging to do, just connect 
your iPhone to your computer and select it in the iTunes Source list. Click on the Apps tab 
and you can choose which apps to sync, as well as click-and-drag them into the order you 
want, create new app folders (just like you would on your iPhone), or hover your cursor 
over an app and click on the X button at the top left to delete it. Once you’re done, click 
the Sync button to sync your iPhone. You can also check in iTunes to see if your apps have 
any available updates: just click on your Apps Library in the Source list on the left side of 
the iTunes window. Then, click the Check for Updates link in the bottom-right corner of 
the window (or the link that tells you how many updates are available), and if there are 
any updates available, you’ll be taken to a screen that lists them, and where you can 
update them individually or all at once.

Organizing Your iPhone Apps on Your Computer
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There are literally hundreds of thousands of apps in the iTunes App Store, and finding 
the coolest, most useful, best designed apps isn’t easy. That’s why every day I go to Terry’s 
app website, because Terry has a gift for finding exactly those types of apps. Honestly,  
I don’t know how he does it, but he always comes up with these amazing apps that every-
body falls in love with (which is precisely why, when it comes to iPhone apps, Terry has 
built a huge cult following). Check it out at www.bestappsite.com. Also, be sure to check 
out Chapter 16. It’s a bonus chapter that Terry and I created that contains the “20 Apps 
We Can’t Live Without.”

Where to Find the Very Coolest Apps

http://www.bestappsite.com
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Adobe Revel app, 351
Airplane mode, 213, 290, 333
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airport locations, 147
AirPrint option, 95, 109
Alarm clock, 143
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See also specific apps

artist, playback by, 201
attachments

email, 95, 97
text message, 62

audio controls
widget for accessing, 81, 208
See also sound settings; volume 
controls

audiobooks, 209
Auto-Correction feature, 8, 270
AutoFill feature, 128, 315
Auto-Lock settings, 166
Automatic Downloads, 316

B
Back button, 5, 18, 22
background images, 252
backups, 284, 336

encrypting, 286
iCloud, 180, 185, 197
iTunes Match, 197
restoring, 180, 336

battery
charging, 11
conserving, 2, 308, 337–338
status info, 11, 277
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Birthdays calendar, 162, 163
Bluetooth feature, 47, 175, 337
Blu-ray digital copies, 219
bookmarks, 119–121

adding, 99, 120
displaying, 119
editing/deleting, 121
Maps app, 154
replacing, 331
syncing, 119, 121

brightness, screen, 307, 337
browser. See Safari web browser
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C
Calculator, 144
Calendar app, 160–162

alerts, 161, 163
appointments, 161
Birthdays calendar, 162, 163
replacing info in, 331
setting options for, 309
subscriptions, 162
syncing, 160

Call Back button, 37
Call button, 5, 22, 98, 127
call forwarding, 40, 311
call waiting, 32, 311
caller ID, 29, 46
calling features. See phone features
camera

accessing, 224, 229
downloading photos from, 255
exposure locking with, 232
FaceTime options, 50
flash options, 228, 238
focusing, 225
HDR feature, 230, 319
macro feature, 254
orientating, 224, 235
Panorama button, 231
self-portraits with, 226
shooting video with, 234–235
shutter button tip, 225
taking photos with, 28, 224
video light, 238
zoom feature, 227
See also photos

Camera app, 224, 319
Camera+ app, 232
Camera Roll, 96, 129, 224, 248
Camera Swap button, 50, 226
Caps Lock function, 295, 303
CC and BCC options, 104, 105, 106
Cellular settings, 298, 324, 338
character counter, 68
charging your iPhone, 11
Clear button, 35, 136
Clock app

Alarm, 143
Stopwatch, 141

Timer, 142, 211
World Clock, 140, 141

close-up photos, 254
.com button, 106, 114, 125
Compass feature, 164
Compose button, 106
conference calls, 31
contacts

adding new, 18
calling from list, 20
creating from Maps, 153
emailed numbers saved as, 98
Favorites feature, 24–26
groups for, 23
importing, 14–17
locating on Maps, 152
merging duplicate, 17
notes added to, 27
photos assigned to, 21, 28–29
recent callers added to, 27
replacing info for, 331
ringtones for, 46
searching for, 19
settings for, 309
sharing, 110
syncing, 14
texting, 66
vibrations for, 267
VIP designation for, 92

cookies, settings for, 315
copy-and-paste function, 251, 269
countdown clock, 142, 359
Cover Flow feature, 202
currency converter, 159

D
data roaming, 274, 298, 333
data use info, 283
default factory settings, 332
Delete button, 25, 37, 59, 102, 121
Delivery Status app, 363
DHCP lease renewal, 330
Dial Assist feature, 311
dictation function, 268
digital copy of movies, 219
digital zoom slider, 227
Do Not Disturb feature, 40, 293, 327
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Dock, iPhone, 11, 213
Dock apps, 79
document syncing, 184
driving directions, 147, 148
Drop Pin feature, 148
Dropbox app, 362
dropped calls, 324
duplicate contacts, 17
DVDs

converting for iPhone, 221
digital copies of, 219

E
email, 85–111

account setup, 86–87
attachments, 95, 97
backup server for, 279
checking, 33, 90
.com button for, 106
composing, 106
deleting, 102
download frequency, 90
editing/formatting, 107
entering addresses for, 18
filing in folders, 100, 102
flagging, 101
forwarding, 105
header details, 110
iCloud, 88
marking as unread, 93, 102
Microsoft Exchange, 89
phone numbers in, 98
photos sent via, 108, 249, 253
printing, 95, 109
push, 86, 88, 89, 90
quoting parts of, 107
reading, 93
replying to, 104, 107
saving photos from, 96
search options, 103
setting options for, 309
sharing contacts via, 110
signatures for, 111
threaded, 94
tracking info in, 287
unified inbox for, 91

VIP contacts and, 92, 260
web links in, 99

emergency contact info, 280
Emoji keyboard, 273
encrypted backups, 286
ePubs, viewing, 285
EQ (equalizer) settings, 317
erasing content/settings, 278
events, calendar, 161
exposure locking, 232
extensions, dialing, 31
external speakers, 213

F
Facebook

importing contacts from, 17
posting status updates to, 259
setting up integration with, 321
uploading photos to, 227

Faces button, 241
FaceTime video calls, 48–51

controls for, 50
how to make, 49
saving minutes with, 51
settings for, 48, 313

Favorites, 24–26
reordering/removing, 25
setting up contacts as, 24
viewing info for, 26

Find My iPhone feature, 166, 284
firmware reinstallation, 336
flagging email, 101
flash, camera, 228, 238
flashlight apps, 228
flicking the screen, 3
Flickr accounts, 240
FlightTrack Pro app, 354
Flipboard app, 347
focusing the camera, 225
folders

app, 78, 79
email, 100, 102

force quitting, 334
foreign language keyboards, 272
forms, online, 128
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forwarding
calls, 40
email messages, 105
text messages, 60

Foursquare app, 349
Frame Viewer bar, 236
Fraud Warning, 315

G
Game Center, 139
GarageBand application, 275
GateGuru app, 355
General settings screen, 295
Genius playlists, 205
geotagging photos, 240–241
Gmail contacts, 16
Google Maps, 240
Google Reader, 346
Google search engine, 124
GPS data, 145, 240–241
Greeting screen, 39
grocery lists, 177
groups

contact, 23
messaging, 55

Guided Access feature, 261

H
HDR photos, 230, 319
headsets

answering calls with, 32, 210
Bluetooth wireless, 47
music playback controls, 195
Siri used with, 175
troubleshooting, 327

Home button, 2, 326, 334
Home screen, 4

navigating, 79
organizing apps on, 78, 79
web link icons, 122

Home Sharing, 221, 317
home videos/movies, 216

I
iBooks app, 285
iCal application, 160
ICE contact info, 280
iCloud, 179–185

backups, 180, 185, 197
data syncing, 181
document syncing, 184
email accounts, 88
Find My iPhone feature, 166, 284
iCloud Tabs folder, 123
music access, 182
photo syncing, 183, 254, 319
purchased music in, 197
replacing data using, 331
settings, 180
video access, 221

IMAP-based email, 87, 100
iMessage feature, 57–58, 61, 312
iMovie app, 242
importing

contact info, 14–17
photos, 243–246

information
about your iPhone, 295
in case of emergency, 280
iPhone data use, 283

Instagram app, 350
interference issues, 213, 290, 333
International settings, 304
iPhoto application, 241, 243
iPod app. See Music app
iTunes, 9

app downloads, 72
audiobook downloads, 209
converting movies in, 216
deleting apps from, 74
lyrics feature, 207
Match account, 182, 197, 221, 317
movie purchases/rentals, 217
music/song purchases, 193
organizing apps in, 82
photo uploads using, 243, 244, 246
replacing data using, 331
ringtone creation, 276
syncing music via, 188–189
TV show purchases, 217
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iTunes (continued)
Wi-Fi sync, 189, 300

iTunes Store, 9
account info, 74
audiobooks, 209
download problems, 341
music/songs, 193, 194
settings, 316
videos, 217

J
JiWire Wi-Fi Finder, 114

K
keyboard, 8, 269–273

accent characters, 271
Auto-Correction feature, 8, 270
clicking sound, 271
.com button, 106, 114, 125
copy-and-paste feature, 269
Emoji graphics, 273
foreign language, 272
landscape, 269
settings, 295, 303

keyboard shortcuts, 69, 303
Keypad button, 5, 22, 31

L
landscape keyboard, 269
language settings, 304
LED Flash for Alerts option, 69
Lightning connector, 213
link popup menu, 118
location reminders, 137, 138
Location Services, 42, 240, 308, 338
Lock screen, 150, 196, 258
lyrics display, 207, 317

M
macro photo feature, 254
magnifying Loupe, 8
Mail app, 90, 91, 97, 99, 253, 260

See also email

Maps app, 145–154
3D Flyover view, 150
airport locations, 147
bookmarks, 154
contact locations, 152
driving directions, 147, 148
Drop Pin feature, 148
finding places using, 145
Get Directions button, 146
locating yourself with, 146
Lock screen function and, 150
map orientation in, 145, 149
new contact creation, 153
recent searches in, 148
Satellite view, 149, 152
settings screen, 314
switching from/to, 154
traffic information, 151
volume control, 151
Wi-Fi finder, 114

Match, iTunes, 182, 197, 221, 317
Merge Calls button, 31
Messages app, 53, 54, 56, 61, 312

See also text messages
microphone button, 210
Microsoft Exchange, 89, 160
Microsoft Outlook, 14, 160
Mirroring button, 266
missed calls, 7, 34, 35
Missing Sync utility, 15
MMS messages, 62, 63
movies. See videos/movies
Movies by Flixster app, 358
Music app

audiobook playback, 209
controls overview, 195–196
Cover Flow feature, 202
displaying songs in, 191
Genius feature, 205
playing music with, 190, 195
playlist creation, 204–205
rearranging buttons in, 212
receiving calls when using, 210
search feature, 192
setting options for, 317
Shuffle feature, 199
sleep timer, 211
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widget for controlling, 81, 208
music videos, 216, 221
music/songs

album playback, 206
artist playback, 201
backing up to iCloud, 197
buying from iTunes Store, 9, 193, 194
controlling playback of, 195–196, 208
iCloud access to, 182
list display, 191
lyrics display, 207
pausing, 32, 195, 210
playing on iPhone, 190, 195
playlists of, 203–205
preview history, 193
rating on iPhone, 206
repeating playback of, 201
ringtones from, 275, 276
scrubbing through, 200
searching for, 192
shuffling, 199
slide show, 250
song count, 191
volume controls, 195
wireless streaming of, 198

Mute button, 30

N
NAVIGON app, 356
Network settings, 324
New Contact screen, 18, 27
New Message screen, 7, 54, 60
Newsstand, 138
Nike + iPod app, 165
notes

contact info, 27
editing existing, 156
making quick, 156
settings for, 310
syncing, 156

Notes app, 156, 310
Notification Center, 136

notification settings, 136, 294
sending social media updates from, 259
viewing notifications in, 7
VIP email settings, 260

number/punctuation button, 100

O
on/off controls, 2, 325
outgoing message, 39

P
panoramic photos, 231
parental controls, 167
Passbook app

refreshing your balance in, 262
setting up and using, 134–135

passcode lock, 167, 284, 295
passwords

iPhone, 6, 167, 284
Wi-Fi network, 291, 328

Pause and Wait keys, 43
pausing music, 32, 195, 210
PDFs, viewing, 285
Personal Hotspot setting, 299
phone features, 13–51

Add Call button, 30
Bluetooth feature, 47
call forwarding, 40
caller ID, 29, 46
conference calls, 31
contact groups, 23
dialing contacts, 20
dialing emailed numbers, 98
dialing extensions, 31
dialing numbers on the keypad, 5, 22
dialing texted numbers, 60
dialing webpage numbers, 127
email checking and, 33
entering new contacts, 18
FaceTime video calls, 48–51
Favorites feature, 24–26
importing contacts, 14–17
missed call info, 7, 34
music pause button, 32, 195
Mute button, 30
outgoing message, 39
pauses added to numbers, 43
photos for contacts, 21, 28–29
recent callers list, 27, 35
redialing numbers, 22
Remind Me Later feature, 42
returning missed calls, 35
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phone features (continued)
ring/vibrate controls, 44
ringtones, 45–46, 275–276
saving emailed numbers, 98
searching for contacts, 19
setting options for, 311
speakerphone, 6, 30, 50
text messages, 41, 66
troubleshooting, 324, 333
voicemail, 36–39

Photo Library, 248
Photo Stream, 183, 254, 319
photos

albums of, 233, 243, 244
caller ID, 29
close-up, 254
contact, 21, 28–29
copying-and-pasting, 251, 269
deleting, 248
downloading from iPhone, 255
editing on iPhone, 229, 232
emailing, 108, 249, 253
exposure locking for, 232
flash used for, 228
geotagging, 240–241
HDR feature, 230
iCloud syncing of, 183, 254
importing, 243–246
orientating, 224
panoramic, 231
reordering, 245
saving, 96, 129, 251
self-portrait, 226
setting options for, 319
shooting, 28, 224
slide show of, 249–250
text message, 62, 251
tips for professionals, 247
uploading to Facebook/Twitter, 227
uploading using Safari, 265
videos shot along with, 239
viewing imported, 248
wallpaper from, 252
zooming, 252
See also camera

Photos app, 248, 253, 319
Photoshop Album/Elements, 245

pinching in/out, 3
Play/Pause button, 37, 195
playlists, 203–205

creating, 204
Genius, 205
playing, 203

podcasts, 317
Pogue, David, 100
POP-based email, 87, 100
Presentation Clock app, 359
previewed songs history, 193
printing

email messages, 95, 109
webpages, 130

Privacy settings, 308
Private Browsing option, 129
protecting your iPhone, 284
public transit directions, 146
publishing videos, 237
punctuation characters, 100
push notifications

setting options for, 294
sliding the icon for, 258

Push vs. Fetch setting, 338

Q
QuickTime format, 216

R
rating songs, 206
Reader button, 126
Reading List, 116
rebooting iPhone, 326
recent callers, 27, 35, 49
reception problems, 324
recording

outgoing messages, 39
voice memos, 163

redialing numbers, 22
Reeder app, 346
refreshing webpages, 119
Remind Me Later feature, 42
Reminders app, 137
Remote app, 198
renting movies, 217
Repeat feature, 201
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Reply with Message button, 41, 311
Reset screen, 278, 332
resetting your iPhone, 332
restoring data from backups, 180, 336
Restrictions settings, 295
returning missed calls, 35
Revel, Adobe, 351
Ring/Silent switch, 5, 44, 234, 271, 327
Ringer volume slider, 44, 306
ringtones

assigning to callers, 46
choosing for your iPhone, 45, 306
creating your own, 275–276

roaming, 274, 298, 333
Rule of Thirds grid, 226

S
Safari web browser, 113–130

bookmarks, 99, 119–121
browsing history in, 264
dialing numbers from, 127
email links opening, 99
entering addresses into, 114, 117, 120
filling in forms using, 128
full-screen browsing mode in, 263
getting a new webpage in, 117
Google search engine and, 124
iCloud tabs and, 123
launching, 114
navigating webpages in, 115, 118
opening links in, 116, 127
printing webpages from, 130
Private Browsing option, 129
Reader button, 126
Reading List, 116
refreshing webpages in, 119
saving/copying images with, 129
setting options for, 315
sharing webpages with, 130
uploading photos with, 265
web clips and, 122
See also webpages

Satellite view, 149, 152
Save to Camera Roll button, 96, 251
scheduling appointments, 161
Scientific Calculator, 144

screen options
brightness settings, 307, 337
screen orientation lock, 208
stopping auto-rotation, 240

screenshots, 281
scrolling, 3
scrubbing feature, 200
search engine setting, 124, 315
searching

contacts, 19
email messages, 103
Maps, 145, 148
music/songs, 192
settings for, 301
text messages, 64
the web, 124

self-portraits, 226
settings, 289–321

Accessibility, 305
Airplane mode, 290
calendar, 309
Cellular, 298
contact, 309
Do Not Disturb, 293
email, 309
Facebook, 321
FaceTime, 48, 313
general, 295
iCloud, 180
International, 304
iTunes & App Stores, 316
Keyboard, 295, 303
Location Services, 308
Maps app, 314
Messages app, 312
Music app, 317
Notes app, 310
Notifications, 294
Personal Hotspot, 299
Phone app, 311
Photos & Camera, 319
Privacy, 308
Safari browser, 315
screen brightness, 307
Sounds, 44, 306
Spotlight search, 301
text message, 312
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settings (continued)
time zone, 302
Twitter, 320
Usage screen, 297
Videos app, 318
VPN, 292, 295
wallpaper, 307
Wi-Fi, 291, 300

shaking your iPhone, 199, 282, 317
sharing

contacts, 110
webpages, 130

shortcuts, keyboard, 69, 303
Show My Caller ID option, 46, 311
Shuffle feature, 199, 282, 317
shutter button, 28, 224, 225, 226
signatures, email, 111
Silent mode, 5, 44, 327
SIM cards, 311, 339
Siri, 169–177

bringing up, 171
grocery lists, 177
launching apps with, 75
privately using, 175
reminders, 138, 177
texting with, 65
things to ask, 172–174, 176
timers/alarms set by, 142, 143
tips for using, 176
turning on, 170
tweeting via, 320

sleep timer, 211
Sleep/Wake button, 2, 44, 325, 326, 334
slide shows, 249–250, 319
Slide to Unlock button, 190, 258
SMTP server options, 279
Snapseed app, 232
software updates, 296, 324, 340
songs. See music/songs
Sound Check option, 317
sound settings, 306

keyboard clicking, 271
ringer options, 44
text message alert, 67
troubleshooting, 327
See also volume controls

Sounds screen, 44, 306

speakerphone, 6, 30, 50
speakers

built-in, 6, 30
external, 213, 327

speech recognition, 268
speed dial feature, 24
spelling feature, 8
Spotlight search, 19, 192, 301
Starbucks app, 361
Stocks app, 157–159

currency conversion, 159
getting stock quotes, 157
obtaining stock info, 158

Stopwatch, 141
streaming media, 198, 218
subscriptions

calendar, 162
Newsstand, 138

Swap button, 30
syncing

bookmarks, 119, 121
calendar info, 160
contacts, 14
documents, 184
iCloud, 181–184
iTunes, 188–189
music, 188–189
notes, 156
photos, 183, 244–246
wireless, 189, 300

T
text messages, 53–69

alerts for, 67, 69
character counter, 68
checking for, 56
deleting, 59
dialing numbers in, 60
finding missed, 7
forwarding, 60
group messaging, 55
iMessage feature, 57–58, 61, 312
keyboard shortcuts for, 69
loading earlier, 63
photos in, 62, 251
pop-up previews, 66
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problem indicator for, 61
replying to calls with, 41
searching, 64
sending, 7, 54–55, 66
settings for, 312
Siri used for, 65
videos in, 62, 63, 251
voice memos in, 64

text tones, 275–276, 306
threaded email, 94
three-way calls, 31
thumbnails

FaceTime, 50
photo, 248
video, 235

time zones, 140, 302
Timer, 142, 211
TiVo-To-Go option, 220
TomTom app, 357
touchscreen functions, 3
tracking packages, 287
traffic information, 151
travel considerations

Airplane mode, 290, 291
data roaming, 274, 298, 333
FaceTime calls, 51
in-flight Wi-Fi, 291, 329
international travel tips, 274

TripIt travel app, 353
troubleshooting tips, 323–341

app problems, 334–335
battery conservation, 337–338
calling problems, 333
content download problems, 341
DHCP lease renewal, 330
dropped calls, 324
interference, 333
phone reception, 324
rebooting iPhone, 326
replacing data, 331
resetting iPhone, 332
restoring data, 336
SIM card problems, 339
software updates, 340
sound problems, 327
turning iPhone off/on, 325
unresponsive iPhone, 326
Wi-Fi connections, 328–330

True HDR app, 230
TTY feature, 311
TV mirroring, 266
TV shows

buying, 194, 217
remotely scheduling, 220
TiVo-To-Go option, 220
watching, 216, 221
See also videos/movies

Tweetbot for Twitter app, 348
Twitter

photo uploads to, 227
sending tweets via, 259, 320
setting up integration with, 320
Tweetbot app for, 348

typos, fixing, 8

U
Uber app, 352
Undelete button, 37
undo function, 282
updating

apps, 75, 82, 340
iPhone software, 296, 324, 340

Usage screen, 297
USB cable, 11, 326

V
vCards, 110
Vibrate settings, 44, 67, 306
Vibration patterns, 267
Videos app, 216, 221, 318
videos/movies

buying/renting, 9, 217
converting, 216, 221
deleting, 218, 236
digital copies of, 219
downloading, 217
editing on iPhone, 236, 242
iMovie app for, 242
lighting for, 238
photo features and, 238
publishing, 237
setting options for, 318
shooting, 234–235
still images with, 239
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videos/movies (continued)
streaming, 218
text message, 62, 63, 251
thumbnails of, 235
TiVo-To-Go option, 220
watching, 216, 221
YouTube, 237
See also TV shows

VIP contacts, 92, 260
Voice Memos app, 64, 163
voicemail

checking messages, 36
deleting messages, 37
listening to messages, 37
missed calls and, 34
recording outgoing message, 39
replaying messages, 37, 38
sending calls to, 44
texting responses to, 66

volume controls
accessing from apps, 81
Maps app, 151
music/song, 195, 208
ring volume, 44, 306
shutter sound, 234
Sound Check feature, 317
troubleshooting, 327
See also sound settings

VPN settings, 292, 295

W
walking directions, 146
wallpaper

emergency contact info on, 280
photos used as, 252, 307
setting options for, 307

Weather app, 155
web link icons, 122
webpages

bookmarks for, 99, 119–121
dialing numbers on, 127
emailed links to, 99
entering addresses for, 114, 117, 120
filling in forms on, 128
full-screen mode for, 263
getting a new page, 117

history of browsing, 264
iCloud tabs feature, 123
link popup menu, 118
mobile versions of, 125
navigating, 115, 118
opening links to, 116, 127
private browsing of, 129
Reader button for, 126
Reading List of, 116
refreshing, 119
saving images from, 129
sharing or printing, 130
See also Safari web browser

Welch, Shawn, 359
widescreen view, 10, 216, 235
Wi-Fi networks

FaceTime calls using, 48, 51
finding connections to, 114
setting options for, 291
streaming media via, 198, 218
syncing iTunes via, 189, 300
troubleshooting connections to, 328–330
turning off connections to, 337

Windows Contacts, 14
wiping your iPhone, 166, 278, 332
wireless headsets, 47
World Clock, 140, 141

Y
Yahoo! Address Book, 14
Yahoo! Sportacular app, 344
YouTube videos, 237

Z
Zite Personalized Magazine app, 345
zoom feature for camera, 227
zooming in/out, 3, 93, 115, 122, 252
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